Abstract. We propose a brief analysis of Blockchain technology. Here we try to show as pluses as minuses of this technology in context of storing, intellectual search, analysis and other functionality that is crucial for Big Data System of any kind. We also share our vision of future development of crypto market.
«Crypto Network» -network where each registered user who has a digit wallet can transfer or receive some sum of crypto money (bitcoin, dash, ripple, ether, etc.) .
The block consists of a group of transactions which the miner aggregated and hashed for generating a single hash value. For example, the block 2 will consist of own aggregated transactions and hash value of the block 1. Next time-specific blocks
In Crypto Network, there is no central chief node (computer) that would have any «Read/Write/Update» privileges compared to other ones.
 Tracking «double spend».
For example, if, say, Bob has 5 crypto units (bitcoins, ethers, etc.) that he decides to send to both Peter and Alice at the same time. As soon as one of the following events being happened first, «Peter or Alice receives 5-crypto-units-transfer» or «one or many of Crypto Network participants check Bob's income/outcome crypto units», time second transfer will immediately be blocked.
 Constancy of blocks data.
At any time, data of blocks will be permanent. In other words, if you have generated hash value of, say, block 765, so that value would have been valid at the time of generating, say, block 1 678 543. Before inclusion of «just-formed» block into «Blockchain» the participants check correctness and consistency of the block data. The participants are independent of the block transactions being accepted.
Minuses

 Extremely inefficient storing, searching and extracting of Big Block Data.
For data extraction from, say, block N any «Blockchain» system will first need to step-by-step iterate all the blocks from the left (right). Then, the block N must be deciphered. Moreover, the blocks don't have metadata, short data description for a quick and qualitative search. On the first way, all cryptocurrencies will only be supported by doubtful guarantees of its emitters. Volatility will stay on a high level because of absence of direct dependence on fiat IT market.
Number 3.
On the third way, besides private emitters the Crypto Market will have countries with its own cryptocurrencies. The main purpose of that countries will govern as private cryptocurrencies as crypto market as a whole.
Number 2.
On the second way, more perspective and favorable, the fiat IT companies will be integrated by one of two following approaches: 1. Emission of own cryptocurrency. 2. Addition of payment method by using any cryptocurrency.
Perspective of the second way is that the crypto market will directly depend on current fiat IT market. And level of volatility will totally depend on IT market development.
